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Abstract—A heavy deployment of IEEE 802.11 Wireless LANs
and limited number of orthogonal channels make lots of Access
Points (APs) overlap their interference regions, which greatly
increases interferences between APs and stations. In order to
cope with the performance degradation caused by the interferences, we propose C O -F I, a centralized Wi-Fi architecture
that effectively coordinates downlink transmissions by APs and
improves network performance in terms of throughput and endto-end delay. C O -F I adaptively allocates time slots for APs and
stations based on both traffic demands on the stations and a
conflict graph that represents interference relationships among
the devices. The scheme allows APs in exposed node relationship
to use the channel simultaneously by setting the same backoff
time. It also effectively avoids downlink conflicts created by
hidden node and non-hidden/non-exposed node, by allocating
non-overlapping time slots to interfering stations. To implement
these adaptive traffic schedules, we design CoMAC, a hybrid
MAC protocol at APs. Our evaluation results show that when
APs are densely deployed and the network is highly loaded, the
scheme achieves 3-5 times more throughput gain than Centaur,
a state-of-the-art scheme while its end-to-end delays are 10-90%
lower than those of Centaur and CSMA/CA.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN (WLAN) is one of the most
popular wireless communication technologies developed so
far. Its tremendous success has led to the dense deployment of
WLANs almost everywhere. However, the high density also
incurs interferences more frequently among wireless Access
Points (APs) and devices (or stations) [1]. Hence, more APs
may do more harm than good, and hamper the optimal
performance of WLANs [2].
In fact, the interference problem in WLANs is one of
well-studied topics in the literature. A large body of research
work [3], [4], [5] has focused on reducing interference level
to improve stations’ throughput. In [5], it is seen as a channel
allocation problem, and several graph coloring algorithms
are explored. In [3], dynamic transmission range control is
attempted. However, the heavy deployment of WLANs still
creates various interference situations and makes those approaches less effective. Consequently, recent approaches [6],
[7], [8] explore centralized traffic scheduling in order to
fundamentally minimize the degree of interference.
However, centralized scheduling in general entails high
scheduling complexity. Existing solutions therefore trade
scheduling granularity for reduced complexity. For instance,
Centaur [6], one of the state-of-the-art approaches, performs
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centralized scheduling only for traffic of hidden and exposed nodes whereas it delegates the scheduling of traffic
for non-hidden/non-exposed nodes to Distributed Coordination
Function (DCF) of CSMA/CA. Thus, contentions can hurt
throughput for traffic destined to the non-hidden/non-exposed
nodes. Worse, in the presence of automatic rate adaptation [9],
[10], contentions may force selection of lower rates more
often, which may further exacerbate performance.
Such trade-off of the state-of-the-art solution eliminates the
possibility of improved throughput through precise scheduling.
As such, we take into account all of the interference types
including non-hidden/non-exposed node for traffic scheduling.
To amortize the increased complexity, we only focus on batchscheduling of high-volume traffic as scheduling low-volume
traffic well does little for overall performance improvement.
In this paper, we present Coordinated Wi-Fi (C O -F I) that
achieves high throughput and low scheduling complexity in
WLANs administered by a single authority. C O -F I is designed in a way that a centralized controller computes frame
transmission schedules for each AP, and APs run a hybrid
MAC protocol called CoMAC that can select DCF and Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) modes flexibly. CoMAC
runs in TDMA mode to transmit traffic in a batch fashion
scheduled by the controller whereas it runs in DCF mode for
transmitting low-volume traffic. Our scheme only schedules
downlink traffic as the volume of downlink traffic takes a
dominant portion in WLANs [11], [12], [13]. That is, stations
access wireless medium in a typical CSMA/CA manner for
uplink transmission.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We present C O -F I , a novel centralized traffic scheduling mechanism for WLANs that effectively coordinates
downlink transmission of frames to stations. The scheme
employs demand-aware traffic scheduling. In the scheme,
traffic to bandwidth-hungry stations is precisely scheduled while transmission of low-volume traffic takes place
opportunistically. This allows C O -F I to keep scheduling
overhead low as a small number of stations need to be
scheduled on average.
• We design CoMAC, a hybrid MAC scheme that can
elastically switch between DCF and TDMA. CoMAC
works in TDMA mode when the transmission of highvolume traffic strictly follows the schedule of the centralized scheduler. In contrast, DCF mode is activated
for opportunistically scheduling the transmission of low-
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volume traffic, which prevents starvation. Because the
scheme supports both modes, potential schedule conflicts
in TDMA mode can be addressed using DCF. This not
only allows our scheme to avoid complex rescheduling
but also makes it robust to errors in time synchronization
and traffic demand estimation.
• Our extensive simulation results demonstrate that C O -F I
outperforms Centaur, the most well-known solution, and
CSMA/CA when APs are densely deployed and the
network is highly loaded. Specifically, C O -F I achieves
3-5⇥ higher throughput than both schemes and its endto-end delays are 10-90% lower than those of Centaur
and CSMA/CA.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the basic concepts necessary when discussing the design of C O -F I in Section III. In Section IV, we
present evaluation results. Section V discusses related work
before we conclude in Section VI.
II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we discuss three primary concepts—
interference types, time window and time slot—that are the
basis in devising our scheme.
Interference types. We first explore different characteristics
of interferences between wireless links. For this, we adopt
a well-known data structure called Conflict Graph [14]. A
vertex in a conflict graph represents an AP or a station, and a
directed edge between two vertices means a wireless link. If
there is a wireless link (same as an edge in a conflict graph),
it means that a signal from an AP (or station) can successfully
be transmitted to the other AP (or station).
Figure 1 illustrates three types of interferences. Stations
A and B in the figure are associated with AP1 and AP2,
respectively. In addition, the wireless links outgoing from the
APs are only shown in Figure 1 since we only consider the
interferences caused by downlink transmissions. A wireless
link from node i to node j is denoted as Lij . For instance,
L1A represents the wireless link from AP1 to Station A; other
wireless links are denoted in the same manner.
Although the concepts of hidden-node and exposed-node
problems are well known, the way to identify them from
a conflict graph varies across studies [14], [15]. Thus, we
slightly modify them and use the following equations when
the edge set, E, of a conflict graph is given:

(1)

Exposed-Node (EN) interference:

(L12 2 E or L21 2 E) and {L1A , L2B } ⇢ E
(2)
and (L1B 62 E and L2A 62 E),

Fig. 1: Types of interferences: (a) Hidden-Node (HN), (b)
Exposed-Node (EN) and (c) Non-Hidden/Non-Exposed Node
(NHNEN). Stations A and B are associated with AP1 and AP2,
respectively.
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Hidden-Node (HN) interference:

•

Non-Hidden/Non-Exposed Node (NHNEN) interference:
(L12 2 E or L21 2 E) and {L1A , L2B } ⇢ E
and (L1B 2 E or L2A 2 E).

(3)

Note Luv represents an edge from vertex u to vertex v. We
use number for u and v to denote APs and use alphabets
to denote stations. In addition, further notice that Eqs. 1, 2,
and 3 cover the case that only one of the two APs senses
the other AP, which is caused by the asymmetric nature of
wireless medium. If edges meet none of the above conditions,
we treat them as if there is no interference among them. These
definitions are applied to more complex WLANs through pairwise comparisons of edges iteratively.
Issues with these interferences: The HN and NHNEN interferences result in collision at APs when simultaneous
transmissions take place from APs to stations. This therefore
causes retransmissions and even frame drops. While DCF may
mitigate the impact of these interferences, not all collisions
can be avoided. Moreover, frame collisions may make the
APs decrease their PHY transmission rate, which results in
performance degradation. On the other hand, if stations experience EN interference, their associated APs can benefit from
simultaneous transmissions and achieve improved throughput.
However, if an AP senses the signal of other APs, it defers its
transmission and fails to exploit the EN interference.
Time window and slot. A time window is a basic unit of
scheduling frame transmissions, and a time slot is a constituent
of a window. Note that a frame transmission can span multiple
consecutive time slots due to a low transmission rate. In our
paper, the duration of a window, , is set to 20 ms, and
each window consists of 800 slots. Thus, one slot corresponds
to 25 µs. Whilst both variables are flexibly configurable, we
choose them empirically while running simulations.
III. C O -F I D ESIGN
We now design C O -F I, a centrally-coordinated WLAN
architecture. In C O -F I, a centralized controller coordinates
traffic transmission schedules of APs in order to maximize
throughput and to minimize end-to-end delay in the WLANs.
We first present an overview of C O -F I, and then describe each
component that constitutes the architecture.
A. Overview
C O -F I adopts a centralized coordination model where a
controller precisely schedules traffic transmission timings of
APs. Under this model, APs communicate with the controller
to form a control loop for traffic transmission coordination.
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Fig. 2: Overview of C O -F I. The overall procedure is to: (1)
estimate future traffic demands to stations; (2) inform the
controller of the traffic estimates for stations; (3) compute
time slot allocation schedule for the traffic among interfering
stations; (4) distribute the schedule to APs from the controller;
(5) transmit frames either based on time slots allocated or
opportunistically if no time slot is allocated.
Specifically, the controller dictates when each AP can transmit,
and the APs abide by the controller’s instruction. C O -F I
adaptively allocates time slots for APs while being aware of
the amount of workloads that arrive at each AP. In addition,
C O -F I addresses potential schedule conflicts by leveraging
existing CSMA/CA. We call this strategy CoMAC which is
discussed in Section III-D.
We describe C O -F I’s working mechanism through a simple
scenario illustrated in Figure 2. Suppose that the amount
of traffic to Stations A and B is 120 Kbits and 60 Kbits,
respectively, over a window . AP1 and AP2 estimate future
traffic demands by combining the size of existing packets in
their buffer with the amount of incoming traffic (Step 1 in
Figure 2). The APs next ship these estimates to the controller
(Step 2). The controller then allocates time slots in proportion
to these estimates as the two APs compete for the same wireless medium (Step 3). In Figure 2, because the two links are
in an HN relationship, the controller allocates non-overlapped
time slots in proportion to each AP’s demand (i.e., 533 slots to
A and 267 slots to B). This prevents the APs from simultaneous
transmission. In addition, if the estimated traffic volume to
a station is lower than a threshold,
(further discussed in
Section III-D), the station is excluded from scheduling and
allowed to do the typical opportunistic medium access via
CSMA/CA. This effectively reduces scheduling complexity.
The controller distributes the allocation information to APs
(Step 4). The APs then take one of the following two actions
(Step 5): i) if a destination station is allocated to some time
slots, a frame to the station can only be transmitted within its
time slots; ii) for those stations without allocated time slots
frames are transmitted opportunistically via CSMA/CA.
One key advantage of our scheme is that it requires no
modification of the stations, which renders it practical in
deploying it into the existing and future wireless networks.
In the rest of this section, we discuss how we design each
component of C O -F I in Figure 2.
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APs estimate how much amount of traffic the APs should
transmit for a given station at the next time window. At the end
of every time window, the APs conduct the process for each
station associated with them. They then send the estimates to
the controller for a centralized time slot allocation process.
The APs maintain a table that consists of the following
column elements: (Wi , dstMAC, Ti ) where Wi denotes time
window i, dstMAC means the MAC address of a destination
station, and Ti is a total of traffic demand (in bytes) to the
destination in Wi . Whenever the APs see a new frame, APs
extract dstMAC and frame size f and update Ti with f . (i.e.,
Ti
Ti +f ). For a given dstMAC, we refer to the information
stored in the table and estimate the future demand as follows:
F DidstMAC = min(MAi + Di , Txi ⇥

),

(4)

where MAi is an exponential moving average of incoming
traffic to the station at Wi , Di is the traffic amount (in bytes)
in the buffer for the station at Wi , and Txi is the current PHY
transmission bitrate for the station at Wi . Note that in (4),
is converted from millisecond to second. These three variables
(MAi , Di , Txi ) are maintained on a per-station basis.
In the min function of the equation, the left-hand side term
indicates the amount of traffic that the AP should transmit
at the next time window. However, when Txi is low, the AP
cannot transmit all the traffic within the next time window.
Therefore, we put the right-hand side term as an upper bound.
MAi is calculated using the following equation:
⇢
↵ · Ti + (1 ↵) · MAi 1 , if Ti 6= 0
MAi =
,
(5)
(1 ↵) · MAi 1 ,
otherwise
where Ti is the amount of traffic received during time window
i, and ↵ is the coefficient that represents the degree of
weighting the current traffic. We set ↵ to 0.8 in this paper.
While in principle APs can report the computed demands at
every window ( = 20 ms), in practice we have APs report
max(F DidstMAC , F DidstMAC
1 ) every other window (so, 40 ms).
We do this because we found that reporting the traffic demand
at every window sometimes became unstable, and reporting at
every other window achieved the highest throughput (always
3% greater than the former in our test scenarios).
C. Controller functions
The C O -F I controller has two core functions: time slot
allocation and station grouping. In addition, the controller
synchronizes time among APs by using Network Time Protocol (NTP). This protocol is known to make a few millisecond synchronization precision possible in the wired local
networks [16]. To tolerate that level of synchronization error,
in our design we use a large (i.e., 20ms) window.
Time Slot Allocator. Figure 3 illustrates the time slot allocation procedure. At first, APs estimate traffic demands for
stations and send them to a controller every 2 · (Step 1 in
the figure). The controller receives the estimates, as the form
of (station’s MAC address, traffic estimate), from the APs for
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Fig. 3: Slot allocation scheduling procedure: (1) APs estimate
traffic demand for stations for 2· period, (2) the controller
receives traffic demand estimates from the APs for ⌧ ms,
(3) the controller retrieves station groups via station group
manager module, (4) it allocates time slots for stations on a
per-group basis, and (5) it sends slot allocations to the APs.
a fixed period of ⌧ (Step 2). We empirically set ⌧ = 2 ms
to keep high responsiveness and network performance. The
demand estimation that arrives later than 2ms is ignored. This
is a reasonable value in local area networks where the end-toend delay between the controller and APs can be on the order
of a few hundreds of microseconds. In our campus network,
we observe round-trip times are almost always less than 1 ms.
The allocator then hands over the MAC addresses of the
stations to station group manager. Next, the manager clusters
stations into groups based on the interference types presented
in a conflict graph (Step 3). For instance, when a wireless link
from an AP to a station is in a relationship of interference with
another link, two stations belong to the same station group.
Transmissions to the stations should be scheduled with nonoverlapped time slots. If stations do not belong to a group, they
do not interfere with any other stations; such stations acquire
full access to medium within that window.
The allocator sorts the station groups in a decreasing order
of their total demands (i.e., the sum of the traffic demands of
all stations in a group) and allocates time slots to stations
on a per-group basis (Step 4). Hence, time slots are first
allocated to the group with maximum traffic demand. This
allows the wireless network to maximize the total throughput.
The detailed algorithm for allocating time slots to the sorted
groups is given in Algorithm 1. Note that a station can be a
member of multiple groups. If time slots for the station were
already allocated, it is excluded from time slot allocation (at
line 8 in Algorithm 1). As a final step (Step 5), the allocation
information is disseminated to the APs which work in TDMA
mode for the next two window times (i.e., 40ms in our paper).
During TDMA mode, APs stick to current allocations until a
new allocation is fetched from the controller.
Station Group Manager. The controller determines the group
to which a station should belong, by leveraging interference
relationships among stations in a conflict graph in Section II.
The manager constructs a conflict graph using an algorithm
in [15] during a booting time of the controller. Note that our
system does not rely on a particular conflict graph construction
algorithm, and thus other techniques, such as [17], can also
be used as an alternative.
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Algorithm 1 Time slot allocation
1: procedure A LLOCATOR ( ⌦ )
2:
. ⌦: a set of sorted station groups
3:
. W : no. of total slots per window
4:
if ⌦ is equal to then
5:
return
6:
G
PickNextGroup( ⌦ )
. G: a group
7:
for all s 2 G do
. s: a station
8:
if IsAlreadyAllocated( s ) then
9:
Go to line 7
10:
k
s.Demand / G.Demand ⇥ W
11:
n
0
12:
A
APof( s ) . A: AP that s is connected to
13:
while n  k do
14:
m
GetFirstUnallocatedSlot( G )
15:
Link( A to s ).add( m )
16:
n
n+1
17:
A LLOCATOR( ⌦ G )
. Call recursively
The procedure for grouping stations is simple. (a) Given
edge ei (i.e., a downlink or a link from an AP to a station)
from a conflict graph, the algorithm selects another edge
ej (i 6= j) from the graph and checks the interference
relationship between the two, based on the definitions of
interferences in Section II. (b) If the links create either the
HN or NHNEN interference, they are grouped together. (c)
The manager chooses a next edge and repeats this process
until all other edges are tested against ei . These three steps
((a)-(c)) are executed for all edges in the conflict graph. Due
to the asymmetric nature of wireless medium, the interfering
station set can be a subset of another one, and we discard such
a set. The resulting station groups therefore are not a subset
of any other sets. However, some stations can belong to more
than one groups because they can have different interference
relationships with other stations. As already discussed, the
controller prevents such stations from getting time slots more
than once (see Algorithm 1). The complexity of our station
grouping procedure is O(n2 ) where n is the number of
wireless downlinks in the conflict graph.
The overall overhead of the controller system is low as
updating the conflict graph can be done incrementally during
Step 1 in Figure 3 and the allocation algorithm at Step 4 is
straightforward. For EN interference, we exploit the Centaur’s
mechanism [6]; i.e., APs use the same backoff time for the
EN stations to them while keeping CSMA/CA being enabled.
The controller informs the APs of a list of those EN stations.
D. CoMAC at APs
We design CoMAC that can elastically support TDMA
and CSMA/CA while keeping it backward compatible with
CSMA/CA. Specifically, CoMAC at APs runs atop CSMA/CA
and informs CSMA/CA when and to which station the APs can
transmit frames. Therefore, except for selecting a destination
station, the underlying CSMA/CA is unmodified. Note that an
AP enables TDMA mode only if it has at least one associated
station for which some time slots are allocated.
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Fig. 4: An example of time slot allocation. A dark region
represents allocated time slots.
Upon receiving a time slot allocation schedule from the
controller, the APs begin to transmit frames as dictated in
the schedule. However, there is a possibility that an AP may
have a conflicting schedule for its stations or needs to share
time slots with unscheduled stations that wish to receive a
low volume of traffic. The AP handles such cases by selecting
stations in a round-robin fashion.
To understand how the round robin strategy works, consider
a scenario in Figure 4 where Station A is associated with AP1,
Stations B, C and D with AP2, and Station E with AP3. The
controller places A and B into Group 1 and D and E into
Group 2 because each pair of the stations has an HN interference relationship (see Figure 2). Next, it computes a slot
allocation schedule on a per-group basis (see Section III-C),
which leads to an overlap of time slots for B and D. C has
no allocated time slot because the estimated traffic volume for
the station within
is less than
= 13 Kbits. Note that
the value of is empirically chosen and can be easily tuned
depending on . Given the scenario, since B and D own time
slots within the window, and C does not, AP2 can send frames
to C in its round-robin turn between slot 0 and 799. On the
other hand, D can occupy time slots 400-532 whereas B and
D should take turns to share slots 533-799.
Once a station is selected, CoMAC calculates transmission
duration for the first frame of that station in the buffer. If the
transmission duration resides in the allocated time slots for the
station, CoMAC dispatches the frame to CSMA/CA module
for transmission. Otherwise, CoMAC reselects another station.
E. Implementation Issues
We base our evaluation on simulations, and leave a real
implementation as future work. Hence, we here briefly discuss
how to implement C O -F I. We envision that implementing our
controller functions on an OpenFlow controller [18] is feasible.
Implementing CoMAC at APs can be done through modifying
the source of wireless device drivers. The MadWiFi driver is
a sensible starting point, which is a widely used driver in
the literature [7], [19]. MAClets [20] can also be a viable
platform as it supports modification of medium access control
operation. Another implementation issue is in constructing a
conflict graph. We can use the active probing method in [15]
or the passive method in [17]. The controller can instantly
update a conflict graph using the probing method; however, it
can be more complex than the passive method.
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A. Basic Simulation Setup
Approaches. To evaluate the efficacy of C O -F I, we compare
C O -F I with CSMA/CA and Centaur.
Traffic workloads. We first use two application-level protocols (HTTP that uses TCP and Constant Bit Rate (CBR) that
uses UDP). The HTTP traffic is generated using the generation
model based on the trace-driven packet analysis [22]. These
traffic sources are used for investigating the impact of each
interference type. For more realistic simulations, we generate
TCP sessions by modeling their arrivals as a Poisson process.
The exact number of TCP sessions per second is controlled
by an arrival rate. Every time a TCP flow is created, its
size is determined probabilistically by exploiting empirical
measurement data on flow size distribution (see the CDF curve
on download size in Fig. 3(a) in [11]).
Interference types. We take into account all three kinds of
interferences in our simulations: HN, EN and NHNEN. For
simulations in Section IV-B, we generate these interferences
one by one in an isolated fashion. In contrast, all three types
coexist in a realistic setting in Section IV-C.
MAC protocols. As a wired MAC protocol, we employ a
Gigabit Ethernet to connect all APs and controller, and use the
propagation delay of 0.5 µs. As for a wireless MAC protocol,
we use IEEE 802.11n and enable Auto Rate Fallback (ARF),
a rate adaptation algorithm used by CSMA/CA [9]. Finally,
all the APs and stations use the same channel in the 2.4 GHz
band across all simulations.
B. Influence of Each Interference Type
Configuration: We first identify what kinds of interferences
our scheme can handle well. We create three controlled scenarios (NHNEN interference only, HN interference only, and EN
interference only) as shown in Figure 5. For all the scenarios,
the carrier-sense regions of all APs are illustrated in a reduced
scale; but, all the interference relationships are preserved.
The association relationships between APs and stations are
presented as arrows in the figure.
Each application across all the scenarios was simulated
50 times by varying the random seed value in the QualNet
simulator. The random seed affects not only the characteristics
of applications, such as the number of items per Web page,
but also the characteristics of a wireless environment.
Results: We evaluate the performance of our scheme in terms
of throughput and end-to-end delay.
1) Throughput performance. Figure 6 shows the average
throughput of HTTP traffic over 50 simulation runs. Under
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Fig. 6: Average throughput of HTTP (TCP) downlink traffic
for each basic scenario.
the NHNEN scenario, C O -F I achieves the highest throughput
because it makes sure that frame collisions at stations occur
less than other schemes. Thus, less collisions prevent ARF
from slowing down a PHY transmission rate. On the other
hand, other schemes face more collisions, and ARF cannot
help but reduce the Tx rate, resulting in poor performance. Furthermore, Centaur obtains lower throughput than CSMA/CA.
Because the Centaur controller does not forward the frames
that require more time than the remaining time in a time
window, frames are not often scheduled at the fringe of the
current window and the next, leading to a throughput loss.
In the HN scenario, CSMA/CA achieves only about
190 KB/s as CSMA/CA is susceptible to the HN problem.
In contrast, C O -F I and Centaur achieve at least 1.68⇥ higher
throughput than CSMA/CA. Between the two, Centaur slightly
works better than C O -F I. As C O -F I does not schedule low
volume traffic in a TDMA fashion, this may cause HN interferences to other stations. We trade this level of throughput
loss for low scheduling complexity in C O -F I.
Under the EN scenario, there is no much performance
difference among all three schemes. The main cause of this
result is that TCP generates two-way packet streams (one for
data from AP to station and the other for ACK and HTTP GET
from station towards AP), and uplink streams interfere with
the other downlink streams. For example, the uplink stream
by station B and the downlink stream by AP1 collide with
each other at AP2 due to the omnidirectional characteristic
of wireless signals. Therefore, the HTTP server sends data
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Fig. 7: Average throughput of CBR (UDP) downlink traffic
for each basic scenario.
traffic to each station sequentially; hence, there is little chance
for APs to simultaneously transmit data packets in order to
leverage the EN relationship.
Figure 7 shows the average throughput of CBR traffic under
each controlled interference scenario. For each scenario, we
use different CBR rates. Across all scenarios, both C O -F I and
Centaur perform better than CSMA/CA. As opposed to the
HTTP case, C O -F I and Centaur provide a clear performance
benefit under the EN scenario. As already discussed, TCP
generates traffic in both directions, and ACK and HTTP GET
traffic can be a major source of interference. On the other
hand, UDP does not face such an issue. In most cases, the
performance of C O -F I is comparable to that of Centaur.
2) End-to-End delay performance. Figure 8 shows the average end-to-end delay of HTTP traffic for each scenario. C O -F I
achieves the lowest end-to-end delays under the NHNEN scenario and obtains an end-to-end delay similar to that Centaur
under the HN case. On the other hand, there is no visible
difference in end-to-end delay in the EN case.
The simulation results with CBR traffic is somewhat different from those of HTTP traffic (see Figure 9). Before further
discussion, note that in the figure, the offered CBR rates are
different across interference types. The reason we vary the
CBR rate is because the impacts of different interference types
on delay (and throughput too) are indistinguishable among
different schemes without increasing the traffic rate in the
sequence of HN, NHNEN and EN. Thus, absolute delays
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Fig. 8: Average end-to-end delay of HTTP (TCP) downlink
traffic for each basic scenario.

Fig. 9: Average end-to-end delay of CBR (UDP) downlink
traffic for each basic scenario.
among them should not be directly compared with one another.
Under the NHNEN case, we observe that C O -F I achieves
the smallest average end-to-end delay among all schemes.
Centaur performs worst because it cannot properly schedule
the NHNEN traffic. In the HN case, the delays of C O -F I and
Centaur are negligible whereas CSMA/CA’s delay is over 5
seconds. The low end-to-end delay of C O -F I and Centaur is
attributed to the fact that these two schemes completely avoid
the HN interference through allocating non-overlapping time
slots and the offered traffic rate is relatively low. The result
clearly demonstrates that a centralized traffic scheduler like
C O -F I and Centaur can dramatically reduce end-to-end delays.
Under the EN case, the end-to-end delay of C O -F I is almost
three times higher than Centaur’s.
C. Simulation under a Realistic WLAN Environment
Configuration: We create a WLAN environment in QualNet
based on the WLAN environment of one of our campus
buildings as illustrated in Figure 10. The created simulation
environment has three floors, and all floors have the same
layout and dimension (i.e., 120m length and 40m width). In
addition, we place APs at the same locations where the actual
APs are located in the building whilst we distribute stations
randomly within the space. Because each AP uses one of
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Fig. 10: Floor plan of a campus building. For simulations,
stations distributed at random within the dimension of the floor
plan. The characteristics of wireless medium in the simulations
are set as closely to those of the building as possible. The
height of a floor is around 5 meters.
the three orthogonal channels in 2.4 GHz, we conduct our
simulations under this multi-orthogonal channel environment.
We vary the number of stations (from 2 to 5 stations per
AP) that are associated with each AP. Because there are
24 APs (8 APs on each floor) in total, the total number
of stations varies from 48 to 120 stations, which accurately
reflects WLAN environments ranging from sparse one to dense
one. In addition, we use the shadowing mean of 8 dB since the
wireless condition of the campus building is highly obstructed
by walls and obstacles.
Results: We first evaluate average per-flow throughput. We
cluster flows into groups based on their size and compute
average throughput in each group. Figure 11 highlights that
C O -F I outperforms Centaur and CSMA/CA across all flow
size groups under the three different load conditions. As
expected, there is no much gain for scheduling small flows. In
contrast, for TCP flows larger than 500 KB, C O -F I achieves
3-5⇥ higher throughput than Centaur as the load increases.
Figure 12 demonstrates cumulative distributions of averaged
aggregate throughput per station. When the network is lightly
loaded (i.e., 48 stations), while C O -F I works better than
Centaur and CSMA/CA; however, the amount of throughput
improvement is marginal. As the network becomes more
crowded (96 stations), C O -F I experiences a slight throughput
degradation compared to the 48 stations case, but Centaur
and CSMA/CA face a significant performance drop as they
cannot handle a high degree of NHNEN interference (2.01
times more number of NHNEN interferences than the 48
stations case). In case of 120 stations, C O -F I still obtains the
best result, but it loses almost 47% of throughput compared
to its performance in the moderately-loaded case (c.f., the
median throughput in Figure 12(b) is about 7.5 Mbps and the
throughput in Figure 12(c) is roughly 3.5 Mbps). Thus, the
throughput difference between C O -F I and the others reduces
due to the increased traffic load.
From Figures 11 and 12, we can conclude that centralized
traffic scheduling mechanisms are not needed much if the network is lightly loaded. A noticeable observation is that as the
network load increases, Centaur performs slightly worse than
the regular CSMA/CA mechanism. This is mainly because its
scheduling complexity becomes too high to bring any gain. In
contrast, C O -F I sustains such a high load because the overhead
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(a) 48 stations (lightly-loaded case)

(b) 96 stations (moderately-loaded case)

(c) 120 stations (heavily-loaded case)

Fig. 11: Average per-flow throughput depending on different flow sizes.

(a) 48 stations (lightly-loaded case)

(b) 96 stations (moderately-loaded case)

(c) 120 stations (heavily-loaded case)

Fig. 12: Cumulative distribution of averaged aggregate throughput per station.
of enforcing traffic schedule is distributed across APs.
The results of end-to-end delay also exhibit similar trends
to those of throughput. As demonstrated in Figure 13, C O -F I
reduces end-to-end delay by 10% to 90%, compared to
other schemes. C O -F I always obtains the smallest end-to-end
delay regardless of flow sizes and total loads. In contrast,
Centaur brings marginal delay gains over CSMA/CA across
the simulation cases. As the network becomes denser, the
level of NHNEN interference also becomes more intensive.
Centaur’s lack of support for NHNEN interferences blocks
further delay improvement. These results showcase that the
reduced end-to-end delay of C O -F I can be particularly useful
for delivering real-time (multimedia) services even in densely
deployed WLAN environments.
V. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we briefly cover centralized scheduling and
overlay MAC approaches that are most relevant to our work.
Centralized scheduling schemes, such as Centaur [6], Shuffle [7], and DPS [8], use a central controller to schedule
the downlink traffic that passes through an edge router. In
common, their controllers schedule every downlink frame
and receives feedback from APs whenever a frame is transmitted to stations. Therefore, these schemes incur a lot of
computational overhead at the controller. Further, they do
not appropriately utilize the today’s powerful APs because
the APs strictly adhere to the transmission timing decided
only by the controller. Compared to those approaches, our
scheme introduces less overhead at the controller because
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it delegates the enforcement of time slot schedules to APs.
Because Centaur is one of the most well-known centralized
scheduling schemes, we did a thorough comparison of our
scheme and Centaur in this work. In contrast, DOMINO [23]
schedules both uplink and downlink traffic in a centralized
fashion, but requires modification in PHY and MAC layers at
both AP and station.
Another research topic pertaining to our scheme is overlay
MAC protocols. A large body of research has focused on
implementing a TDMA protocol on the 802.11-based hardware [19], [24], [25], [26]. These schemes however completely
replace CSMA/CA with their own TDMA protocols. Thus,
they are unfortunately incompatible with existing 802.11 devices. As the most relevant work to our hybrid MAC protocol,
there exist several approaches [27], [28], [29] that implement
a TDMA protocol on top of CSMA/CA without disabling
it. However, these schemes have different uses of TDMA,
such as fairness [27], power consumption [28], and Quality
of Service (QoS) [29]. Another overlay MAC for multi-hop
sensor networks switches its behavior according to the level
of contention [30]. The scheme relies on a static scheduling
that is determined in a distributed manner.
VI. C ONCLUSION
There has been an escalated level of interference among
wireless access points and stations due to dense deployment of
IEEE 802.11 Wireless LANs. We introduced a coordinated WiFi architecture, C O -F I, that alleviates interferences and hence
boosts up wireless network performance for downlink traffic.
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(a) 48 stations (lightly-loaded case)

(b) 96 stations (moderately-loaded case)

(c) 120 stations (heavily-loaded case)

Fig. 13: Average per-flow end-to-end delay depending on different flow sizes.
In C O -F I, a controller orchestrates access points depending on
offered loads and interference types. C O -F I effectively reduces
its scheduling complexity and mitigates the effect of time
synchronization errors by letting a hybrid MAC protocol—
CoMAC in the access points use CSMA/CA and TDMA
protocols selectively. Our evaluation results demonstrate significantly improved throughput and end-to-end delay gain
over existing approaches, especially when wireless devices are
densely deployed and the networks are heavily loaded.
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